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IMPROVE WORKFORCE PRODUCTIVITY IN YOUR TOUGHEST INDUSTRIAL  
ENVIRONMENTS WITH 1D LONG RANGE LINEAR IMAGING 

Your 1D long-range laser scanners have been serving your warehouse and manufacturing  
plant well for years, helping streamline and error-proof processes, improve worker productivity 
and meet customer expectations. But today’s customer wants more — and to meet those 
demands, you need to be able to fill, ship and deliver orders faster than ever before. And with 
the LI36x8-ER, Zebra’s next generation ultra-rugged 1D long range linear imager, you can. 

The corded LI3608-ER and cordless LI3678-ER linear imagers outperform today’s 1D laser-
based scanners, able to scan faster, farther, nearer and more accurately. The result? You get 
the long range linear imaging technology you need to propel your productivity and efficiency 
to the next level. And you get a next generation, ultra-rugged platform at a price point that is 
comparable with today’s laser scanners.

Boost Productivity with Next 
Generation 1D Scanning

Count on the 
ultra-rugged 
corded/cordless 
LI36x8-ER for 
unstoppable 
performance: 
• Industry-best  

8 ft./2.4 m  
drop spec 

• Waterproof  
IP67 sealing

• Freezer use 
• Unrivaled 

management 
tools to reduce 
management 
time and cost

• Superior cordless 
technology

• More than 
100,000 scans 
per charge
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1. Scan farther
The groundbreaking Zebra LI36x8-ER long-range 
linear imager can capture 1D barcodes as far as  
56 ft./17.1 m away — scanning 26 percent farther than 
prior generation laser models. That means workers 
can easily read barcodes on the uppermost shelves 
of the tallest warehouse racks.

2. Scan nearer
When you choose a long range scanner, you 
typically sacrifice close range scanning. But with 
the LI36x8-ER, you can scan at near contact —  
as close as 2 in./5.1 cm. Workers can easily scan 
barcodes on a picklist in hand, without having to 
waste time adjusting the scanning range. 

3. Scan faster from all distances 
The Zebra LI36x8-ER offers the fastest time  
to decode of any 1D scanner in its class across  
the entire working range and at every code 
density. Workers can capture 1D barcodes as 
fast as they can pull the trigger for extraordinary 
productivity gains.

4. No special reflective label stock required
You no longer need to use expensive reflective 
barcode labels for long range capture. Just print  
out plain paper barcode labels and the Zebra 
LI36x8-ER linear imager can capture them.   

5. More accurate reading of damaged 
barcodes or under shrinkwrap
Dirty or damaged barcodes won’t stop your 
warehouse or manufacturing workflows. The 
LI36x8-ER linear imager can handle whatever 
comes its way, delivering first-time, every time 
capture of damaged barcodes and barcodes 
covered in shrinkwrap, dust and frost. 

6. Scan wider barcodes
With the LI36x8-ER, you can scan a 4-inch wide 
barcode just a hands-length away. You only need 
one scanner to read barcodes on warehouse shelves 
and extra-wide codes in hand.

7. Capture barcodes on electronic screens 
Unlike laser scanners, linear imagers are capable of 
scanning barcodes on electronic screens, such as 
tablets, smartphones, mobile computers, and forklift-
mount computers. Whether your warehouse is using 
electronic picklists or a delivery driver arrives with 
the invoice on a rugged tablet, the Zebra LI36x8-ER 
can capture it all. 

8. Brighter aiming pattern at any distance
Laser scan lines are often dim when scanning at far 
range. While you might be able to scan 45 feet away 
with your laser scanner, the inability to see where 
you are aiming makes it a challenge. The LI36x8- ER 
utilizes an innovative aiming pattern that is easy to 
aim when scanning up close and brighter to see 
across the entire scanning range

9. Easier-to-use scalable aiming pattern
Laser aiming patterns are static. They remain the 
same size no matter how far away you are scanning, 
making it hard to see at longer distances. The special 
aiming pattern of the LI36x8-ER scales up so it 
remains easy to see, at any distance.

10. More rugged than laser scanners
Unlike extended range laser scanners, the linear 
imager scan engine contains no moving parts, 
making it less prone to failure. The Zebra LI36x8-ER 
linear scanner has an industry-best 8 ft./2.4 m drop 
spec — increasing durability and uptime even when 
lift operators drop a scanner to concrete. 

The Top 10 Advantages of 1D Linear Imagers

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY. INCREASE ACCURACY AND EXCEED YOUR CUSTOMER’S 
EXPECTATIONS WITH NEXT GENERATION 1D LINEAR IMAGING. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT WWW.ZEBRA.COM/LI36X8-ER 

OR ACCESS OUR GLOBAL CONTACT DIRECTORY AT WWW.ZEBRA.COM/CONTACT

Need to capture 
1D/2D barcodes 
at long range? 
The DS36x8-ER 
is right for  
the job.
If you require even 
longer read ranges 
or the ability to  
scan both 1D and  
2D barcodes,  
the ultra-rugged 
DS36x8-ER  
has you covered. 
This 2D imager 
captures standard  
and extra-wide  
1D/2D barcodes over 
an extraordinary  
range — from 3 in.  
to 70 ft. — 35 percent 
farther and 60 
percent closer than 
competitive models. 
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